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Inland Empire Black-owned
businesses defy the odds

Inside This Issue
CSUSB community
feels the impact of
Russia’s invasion in
Ukraine
By John Rivera
Contributing Writer
As the world reacts to
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the
CSUSB’s diverse community
with members from both the
Ukraine and Russia have
continually been impacted by the
war.
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Students conflicted
over campus return
By Ricardo Martinez and
John Malapitan
Contributing Writers

A rather bold statement displaying the need for supporting Black-owned businesses. It is a new form of appreciating that fact the Black Lives Matter.

By Jessica Franco
Contributing Writers
Following George Floyd’s
murder, support for Blackowned businesses has grown
exponentially in neighborhoods
across the United States.
According to the University
of California Berkeley’s Small
Business Bootcamp, “20% of
small businesses fail within
the first year, 50% fail within
the third year, and 70% fail by
the tenth year.” Black-owned
businesses face even worse
survival odds, with 80% of small
businesses owned by African
Americans failing within the
first 18 months. The current
coronavirus pandemic has
added additional stress on Black
small-business owners, with
58% of them reporting that their
business’ success is either “at
risk” or “distressed.”
Local economist John
Husing has stated that African
American business owners have
struggled to maintain business
during the pandemic. “The
reason is that most of them
are in a variety of sectors that
have been clobbered by the
pandemic,” Husing stated.
During the first year of
the pandemic, the eating-anddrinking-establishment sector,
as defined by Husing, has seen
a decrease of nearly 40,000
workers in San Bernardino and
Riverside counties alone. In
2019, the sector had 136,300
workers; by 2020, the workforce

dropped to about 96,800
workers.
According to Husing, the
Vice President of Redlandsbased Economics & Politics who
is heavily involved in the local
economy, African American
small business owners have
concentrated their efforts in retail
and consumer services, including
small retail shops, barbershops,
and nail salons. Within those
sectors alone, employment
has declined by about 20,000
workers in 2019 alone.
One local business in this
sector, Beautiful Divas Hair
Salon in Colton, has managed
to survive the ups and downs
associated with the pandemic
closures and local and state
regulations to continue to
provide exceptional service to
clients. On Google Reviews,
owner Danal has been praised for
her down-to-earth attitude and
professional demeanor. Many
who have left comments on
Google, including Inland Empire
transplant Joshlyn, have praised
the skill levels and demeanor of
the business’ employees. Joshlyn
states, “I’ve been looking for a
Black hair salon in my area and
I’ve found my new spot.”
Many Black-owned small
businesses in the area haven’t
been as fortunate as Beautiful
Divas within the Inland Empire.
A review of multiple social
media and review sites, including
Yelp, Google, and Facebook,
has brought to life numerous
hair salons that have shuttered
their doors in the wake of the
pandemic. Some of these shops

had only recently opened before
state and local regulations began
to require that hair salons,
nail salons and barbershops
close under COVID-19 safety
guidelines.
An August 2020 study
conducted by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York
revealed that the number of small
businesses in the United States
declined approximately 22%
from February to April 2020.
The study also found that small
businesses owned by African
Americans had a decline nearly
double that of the national
average, with 41% of Blackowned small businesses closing
during that period.
Love Chicken and Waffles,
located on Highland Avenue in
San Bernardino, was opened by
Demico Sherman on January
13, 2021, and continues to buck
the trend by thriving during
the pandemic. Even despite
the national food shortages,
costs of increased products, and
constantly changing regulations
regarding indoor dining,
Sherman and his team have been
able to remain open more than a
year after opening.
Opening his business was
not easy for Sherman, as he faced
multiple setbacks due to the
pandemic. “We initially planned
to open the restaurant back in
April, but that was all canceled
as everything quickly shut down
due to the pandemic. We faced
a few challenges along the way
and we didn’t qualify for any
small business relief because our
restaurant hadn’t opened yet.”
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At the beginning of the
pandemic, studies by the
Associated Press revealed
that funds from the federal
government’s Paycheck
Protection Program(PPP),
were not equitably distributed
to African-American business
owners. Coupled with the fact
that more than 80% of Blackowned small businesses fail
within the first 18 months, this
situation made it even harder for
less-established Black-owned
businesses to survive during the
pandemic.
The tides began to change
for Black-owned small
businesses following the May
2020 death of Minneapolis
resident George Floyd at the
hands of police officers in his
hometown. According to a study
conducted by Groupon and the
National Black Chamber of
Commerce, 75% of Black-owned
small businesses saw a sales
increase following Floyd’s death.
One Black-owned business
in the Inland Empire that stands
out as surviving the odds is
the Law Office of Vincent S.
Hughes, which is owned and
operated by Hughes, who is a
lifelong Inland Empire native
and alumnus of California State
University, San Bernardino.
His office has provided a
much-needed service to local
residents with legal assistance
at affordable rates. When
discussing his business Hughes
said, “I wanted to provide more
accessible legal representation
to minorities in my community
who may have never had the

After a week of being back
on campus, students still have
mixed thoughts on in-person
classes. While some feel that it
is necessary, others feel that it
should be postponed due to the
COVID-19 cases present in the
San Bernardino area.

Continue on Pg. 3
CSUSB students express their preference
for in-person classes
By Mayra Mendoza
Contributing Writer
Several students at CSUSB
have indicated the willingness
to return to in-person classes
after closures due to coronavirus
outbreaks. This was confirmed
with several students who
expressed excitement about the
campus facility reopening its
doors for in-person modality in
Spring 2022.
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Staffing shortages
continue in San Bernardino County despite
ongoing hiring
By Brooke Shepherd, Eric
King, and Andrea Smith
Contributing Writers
The younger working class
is no longer putting up with
low-paying minimum-wage jobs.
Because of this, employers are
having limited hours of operation
and are raising the starting wages
to entice individuals to apply.
Many stores and restaurants
in San Bernardino County are
either short staffed, have reduced
hours, or are just closed. Ever...
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A crowd of protestors gather at the L.A. City Hall lit in support of Ukraine.

By John Rivera
Contributing Writer
As the world reacts to
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the
CSUSB’s diverse community
with members from both the
Ukraine and Russia have
continually been impacted by the
war.
Though from Belarus (a
country bordering both Ukraine
and Russia), CSUSB Professor of
Political Science, Luba LevinBanchik, and her Ukrainian
husband, have expressed concern
about the impact and future of
Ukraine.
“I wasn’t able to sleep
all night when I heard of the
invasion in the news,” Professor
Levin-Banchik said. “It’s clear
that if Putin takes over Ukraine,
the people will lose hope and
they will lose a lot of freedoms.
The freedom of expressing what
is on their mind. The freedom of
speaking in public. The freedom
of choosing their leaders and
criticizing leaders — that’s an
important part of democracy.”
In an earlier interview
with KESQ TV Palm Springs,
Professor Levin-Banchik
indicated that the war between
Russia and Ukraine was
inevitable given the differences
in the two countries’ opinions
and capabilities. Accordingly,
she argued that both countries
distrusted one another even when
their statements were genuine
and honest. “There is a need to
rebuild trust if the two countries
are to maintain peace,” said
Professor Levin-Banchik
Professor Levin-Banchik
indicated that Americans should

be concerned about the situation.
“We should be concerned about
what is happening in Ukraine
because, in one way or the
other, we are all connected. The
break from the normal flows of
events have a direct impact on
our economies, but most of all,
we should be concerned about
everything that is happening in
the world, for example, China
and Taiwan…and it is wrong
for the media to highlight one
event and ignore the other,” she
contended. In a similar event,
Somalia is suffering similar
invasions but with little attention
from the media.
Despite the coverage, little
is known about what exactly is
happening in the two countries
and how the people with direct
connections are feeling about the
situation. In addition to CSUSB
community members from
Ukraine and Russia, Southern
California is a host to more than
26,000 experts from Ukraine
who believe that the current war
between the two countries will
not just result in a humanitarian
crisis, but a divided people who,
for a long time, have maintained
family ties in both countries.
Olga Grigoryants a journalist
with the LA Daily nation, and an
expert in Russian and Ukrainian
politics interviewed some of the
affected. In her Twitter feeds,
Grigoryants reports the following
accounts:
“When my parents
immigrated, it was the U.S.S.R,”
So it was one culture, cuisine,
family values, and beliefs.” Says
Rina Atroshenko, 54 the owner
of Traktir restaurant in Tarzan.
“Therefore, “I would rather talk
about the food and where that’s
divided,” she said. “This is more
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Russian. This is more Ukrainian,
but that is all the same culture
and same cuisine, just a little
different recipe. I believe
everybody wants to do the same
thing, everybody wants peace.”
At first, Atroshenko argued
that the invasion seemed like
a bluff. “No one there actually
believes that anything is going to
happen. I think it seemed more
like the U.S. was trying to divide
Russia and Ukraine,” she said.
For Alexander Gurfinkel, a
32-year-old software engineer
who moved from Ukraine as
a child and now lives in West
Hollywood, the division is
energy-draining to both the
Russians and Ukrainians.
“I just wish for the world
that was as calm as 2014 was,”
Gurfinkel said. “If we can get
back to that level of calm, I’d
love that to happen. I’d love this
whole event to stop escalating
and everybody to calm down, but
in my opinion, with Putin, you
never know what happens next.”
Further, Olga Grigoryan
received mixed reactions when
asking how Russia can support
Putin after everything that is
happening in Ukraine.
“I worry that you believe
the Western propaganda. It’s
important to remember that the
major national TV networks are
either state-run or owned by
companies with close links to the
Kremlin,” says Grigoryants.
Other respondents believe
that the war is necessary to
end the long ongoing conflicts
between the two countries.
Essentially, the conflict
between the two countries
ignited in 2014 when the former..
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Students conflicted over campus return
By Ricardo Martinez, John
Malapitan
Contributing Writers
After a week of being back
on campus, students still have
mixed thoughts on in-person
classes. While some feel that it
is necessary, others feel that it
should be postponed due to the
COVID-19 cases present in the
San Bernardino area.
On January 11th,
CSUSB president Tomàs D.
Morales notified colleagues
and students through email
that the majority of courses
will open for remote/online
instruction for the beginning
of the Spring 2022 semester.
This decision took effect
starting on January 22 through
February 18th, in a response
to the resurgence of Covid-19
cases and different variants in
the San Bernardino region. “I
have been working daily with
the Cabinet and Repopulation
Committee to monitor the latest
news around COVID, including
internationally, nationally and
locally. Promoting a healthy
campus community is at the top

A lonely evening in front of the Santos Manuel Student Union
with a coyote statue waiting for students to return.

of my priorities and I do not take
this pandemic lightly,” stated
Morales.
Many community members,
staff and students had to adjust
to the announcement made a
week before the start of the
Spring semester. One of these
students, Jason Barrera, a senior
who is on track to graduate after
the Spring 2022 semester, felt
glad that there was a plan for a
campus return. “I understand that
the omicron variant has caused
many restrictions to return in our
area, and having the campus shut

Photo courtesy of Lucy Nicholson

down for about a month is one
of them,” said Barrera. “It’s my
last semester here and I would
love to enjoy it by seeing friends
and eating on campus when we
return.”
Barrera, who has gotten
the Pfizer booster shot, thinks
that it was the best decision to
put a hold on a campus return.
He believes this allows many
community members to also
get their booster shot before
returning to campus. “After
January, it seems that cases have
been going down, hopefully with

everyone getting their booster
shot there will be less worry of
the virus,” stated Barrera.
Another senior attending
CSUSB who plans to graduate
after the Spring semester, Mike
Ruelas, feels that the return
to online learning should be
extended for the rest of the
semester. “It is a little too soon
to return to campus, even if
there are still a few cases that are
around our area right now, that
still makes it a possibility for
someone to get Covid,” he said.
Ruelas has adjusted to the
online atmosphere and does
prefer in-person learning but
due to the circumstance, he feels
that staying online for as long
as it takes is best to keep the
community safe. “It does get
distracting at times, but I don’t
mind it. I wouldn’t want to take
the risk of getting the virus and
spreading it to someone else who
might not be vaccinated.”
CSUSB has made it a
requirement for students and
non-represented employees to
obtain a booster by February 28
and update the self-certification
status on their #mycoyote portal.
Booster shots are being offered

on both campus locations but are
limited. Students and employees
can also seek exemptions
based on medical and religious
grounds but must follow certain
measures.
Another student, Luis
Saldivar, who is a sophomore
got to experience both an online
experience and an in-person one
and is excited about the return
as long as safety is a priority.
“Herd immunity is one thing that
we are getting close to, if people
follow the precautions, then the
campus return should be safe,”
stated Saldivar. He is hopeful for
the return, not only for getting
to learn in a classroom again but
he is most excited about seeing
everyone again. “Interacting with
one another is one of the greatest
gifts ever. That’s how we build
relationships, getting to know the
people around us, talking to one
another face to face is very hard
to do online,”
As the return date comes
closer, the support brought by
CSUSB has been immense by
continuing to offer services on
campus during these times of...

Continue Online @
CoyoteChronicle.net

CSUSB students express their
preference for in-person classes
By Mayra Mendoza
Contributing Writer
Several students at CSUSB
have indicated the willingness
to return to in-person classes
after closures due to coronavirus
outbreaks. This was confirmed
with several students who
expressed excitement about the
campus facility reopening its
doors for in-person modality in
Spring 2022.
Before the pandemic,
students had the freedom of
enrollment at their fingertips.
Online classes are designed
to assist students with long
commutes or wanting the
flexibility virtual classes have
to offer. On-campus classes are
designed for those students that
prefer the traditional form of
teaching modality. Nonetheless,
students were able to choose
according to their preferences
and what best suited their
mode of learning. However,
the coronavirus outbreaks

Return of the Pack. Survey shows that most students at CSUSB are excited to resume classes in person

forced many students to enroll
in online classes. Although
most students can admit the
benefits of online classes, some
students did not feel virtual
learning was beneficial to them
or their academic development.
Three CSUSB students share
their opinion and experience
about virtual learning and the
reopening of their campus which
they have been excitedly waiting
for.

Emma Serrato, a sophomore
at CSUSB, shared that it was
difficult and frustrating to attend
classes virtually. “I feel like
in the beginning, no one knew
how to manage online classes.
Even the professors didn’t
know. It is very different being
online than being in class. It was
overwhelming and confusing. It
was hard and I didn’t like it.”
Serrato shared she wasn’t the
only student that felt that way.

Photo by CSUSB photos

She had a classmate Racheal
Lapite, a junior at CSUSB, that
also shared her dissatisfaction
about the experience of online
classes. “Many students didn’t
participate and would write on
discussion boards. I like your
posts as a reply. That wasn’t true
feedback about my work. I felt
as if my work was unworthy of
being given real feedback. Like
what you receive in class.”
After expressing her dislike

of online learning, Lapite shared
how she was confused most of
the time she was online and how
excited she was to return to class.
“Maybe I was confused before,
but I will be ok because went
back to in-person classes and
that made me very excited,” said
Lapite.
Lapite was not the only
student that felt excited. Ricardo
Gonzales, Freshmen at CSUSB
expressed his appreciation for inclass modality. “The engagement
in class is enlightening. The
amount of support that is felt in
the classroom is irreplaceable,”
said Gonzales.
Gonzales explained how
in class he felt heard, seen, and
supported in person versus when
he was online. He didn’t feel
comfortable because it was an
asynchronous class. Everything
to him felt systematic and there
was no real connection besides
that of his WiFi network.
Serrato had similar opinions
to Gonzales. “I get to see my...
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Staffing shortages continue in San Bernardino
County despite ongoing hiring
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By Brooke Shepherd, Eric
King, Andrea Smith
Contributing Writers
Many stores and restaurants
in San Bernardino County are
either short staffed, have reduced
hours, or are just closed. Ever
since establishments shut down
for quarantine due to COVID-19
back in March 2020, a lot of
places have been struggling to
find new employers. This is due
to a change of values that most
young adults experienced during
the lockdown. The time alone
gave us all time to re-prioritize

our lives and our standards for
working conditions. Despite
the plethora of “Now Hiring”
signs that can be seen all around
San Bernardino County, there
is a lack of people applying for
open positions. The main cause
is that young adults are wary of
applying for jobs they think are
underpaying. Kaleb Browne, a
currently unemployed college
student shared his feelings on
why he is holding out for the
right job opportunity.
“I really just don’t like the
idea of working a job that’s
not going to really give me the

opportunity to progress and
not have a solid schedule while
being paid minimum wage. It
seems like I’m being paid less
for more inconvenience. If I’m
going to have to work around
those inconsistencies I’m going
to expect to be treated and paid
better,” said Browne.
Since the pandemic started
almost two years ago, people
have had more of a chance to
figure out what it is they are
passionate about. Because of
social media and other outlets
that may not have been available
ten years ago, they can now turn

those passions into profits.
Karina Guerra, a 21-yearold college student from San
Bernardino, said, “When I
was younger, I used to work
minimum wage jobs just to make
extra money, but now I find it
easier and more fulfilling just to
work for myself.”
Guerra created a company
called Karina’s Crafts, where she
makes custom arrangements for
parties, custom shirts, custom
cups, and plates. “Working
a minimum wage job isn’t
rewarding and is just a waste of
time and energy,” said Guerra.

The main question is
whether others share this
sentiment, or is she the outlier?
Considering that there is a “help
wanted” sign in the window
almost everywhere you go
nowadays, it is safe to assume
that most young people are
betting on themselves rather than
taking typical minimum wage
jobs. The current minimum wage
in California is $15 an hour,
and places that generally start
employees off at minimum wage
now have to up their starting
pay $2 to $3 per hour in order to
entice people to apply.
An anonymous poll with
fifty CSUSB students was
conducted where students were
asked whether they worked
minimum wage jobs, and if
so, if they thought being paid
minimum wage felt acceptable
or if they feel like they are
being underpaid for their job.
Roughly 87% of people that we
interviewed testified to working a
minimum wage job and admitted
they feel like they are being both
underpaid and undervalued.
The remainder of the students
that we interviewed are either
unemployed and are seeking out
higher wages as well as better
benefits, or they are in a job
position where they are making
more than minimum wage...

Continue Online @
CoyoteChronicle.net

Small businesses thrive amid
COVID-19 uncertainties
during the first few months of the
pandemic. About 65% said they
were doing more business online,
28% responded that they were
shifting to e-commerce, and 15%
said they were offering curbside
delivery. The online business
became a popular way to do
business and it isn’t slowing
down. The pandemic has only
caused it to increase.
“I believe I still would have
started my business but I would
have been more intimidated and
would have grown less quickly

Sitting on a kitchen dining room chair and finishing up a cow cake, Alex is seen putting the final touches on
one of his orders

odds in their favor came alive the
Home Baker Alex and Nail Tech
Kitzabel.
Another place that has
started during the pandemic
Starting a business is already is Spotless Burgers which is
difficult, to begin with, but
a popular food chain that is
despite it all, many people started family-owned and has several
their businesses in the middle of
locations and the locations keep
a pandemic and aren’t looking
on growing as the pandemic has
back.
been going on.
Two entrepreneurs by the
When asked about how
name of Alex Gonzalez and
businesses were run during
Kitzabel Gonzalez started their
the pandemic, they replied, “It
bundle of passion by scouring
is challenging but brought us
the internet for answers. With the much closer together as a team.

By Isabel Melero, Alexis
Corine McGowan
Contributing Writers

Photo by Isabel Melero

Working together to make sure
our community is fed with food
that not only tastes good but is
better for you.”
The local food chain also
shared the delivery platforms
for example DoorDash, Uber
Eats, and more. Has helped their
business and even more so being
a vegan restaurant located in
Upland, California.
A 2020 survey released
by The UPS Store found that
41% of businesses with fewer
than 500 employees “changed
or pivoted their businesses”

Photo by Isabel Melero

due to not having as much time
as I did. COVID-19 restriction
gave me more time to focus on
my business rather than spending
time on being outside of my
home,” said Kitzabel.
She was able to make use
of her time and practice on
her work, despite having the
quarantine measures. Learning
to come to terms with your
current situation in life is exactly
what Kitzabel did. Instead of
wondering what will happen
next, she took action.
As for Alex, he planned on
creating his business despite
the pandemic. “Being home
24/7 because of the pandemic
gave me a push to start sooner.
I sometimes think of it as a
blessing in disguise because
being in the comfort of my
own home and doing what I
love while making a profit is
something I’ve never thought I
could do,” said Alex.
For people like Alex
Gonzalez, Kitzabel Gonzalez,
and the Spotless Burgers,
the pandemic added to their
businesses rather than took away
from it.
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Communication Studies Department connects with families

By Yussif Kanbar, Kenya
Johnson
Contributing Writers
CSUSB’s Department
of Communication Studies is
hosting a bilingual film screening
aimed to inform communication
studies students’ families about
what the program has to offer.
Students often receive
many questions and confused
reactions when discussing their
major with family members
or friends outside of their area
of study. This is most likely
because many people don’t
know what communication

Photo by Terje Sollie

studies are or what kind of
opportunities it can open up for
students in the future. Often,
people think it’s either solely
focused on journalism and
media, or it’s focused on the act
of communicating. The answer is
that it’s both, and so much more.
Due to how broad the major is,
many people misunderstand what
kind of skills can be acquired and
how they can help prepare for
entering the workforce.
Professors Roberto S.
Oregel and Dr. Jessica Nerren
have collaborated with students
and alumni to make a film that
addresses the question “What is

communication studies?”. This
notion came from the needs of
students who wanted to know
how they can better explain
what communication studies is
to their families and friends. In
a video released to CSUSB’s
public relations team, Dr. Nerren
presented the question “What
do we do when we talk about
comm studies outside our world
of comm studies?”. The film is in
both Spanish and English, along
with subtitles in other languages,
and includes participants of all
ages to relate and connect with
the family of communication
students.
Faculty and students
are hoping that this film will
provide enough context and
clarity to share what majoring
in communication studies
has to offer. Madison House,
an undergraduate student at
CSUSB, expressed her passion
for communication studies but
had often received discouraging
reactions in the past whenever
she mentioned her major in
conversations or social settings.
“I honestly hated reactions
because people would ask me if
I picked the ‘right’ major. I felt
discouraged because it made me
feel like I was going to school
for nothing,” said House.
She stressed that something
like this film screening is needed
since she has encountered
many people in her life
who misunderstand what

communication studies are
about. “If the parents can see
all of the jobs and get a real
understanding of all the careers
and communication as a whole,
they will feel more comfortable
with their students being a
communication studies student.”
This film screening provides
an opportunity for students to
connect with their parents and
loved ones on a topic that they
are most passionate about.
CSUSB graduate student,
Glenys Rojo, expressed that
her experience and journey
with communication studies

was a transformative one.
She had no prior knowledge
of communication studies
until she took her first class
at communications class in
community college.
“I found out about
communication studies through
my public speaking class
that was a requirement at my
community college. I knew it
was a major but never considered
the details. My family didn’t
know that it was an option, and
they were very concerned...

Continue Online @
CoyoteChronicle.net
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Behind the mask: From homeless to
hope in San Bernardino County
By Ferris Strachan
Contributing Writer
In Southern California, we
lead the way in homelessness.
There is an estimation of 130,000
homeless people in California
and San Bernardino County has
seen a 48% increase since 2018.
We have all seen them; men,
boys, women, and girls at the
exits of highways, gas stations,
and 7-Elevens, with their carts,
scribbled signs, and vinyl tents,
holding bug-infested cups with
their claw-like hands, torn
clothes, and dirty faces. They
spot us. Frozen like zombies
they look right through us. We
spot them, and we immediately
turn away. For the homeless,
hopelessness is their dress code.
We justify, “All the homeless
are drug addicts, alcoholics,
or mentally ill.” And yet, that
may be, but now there is a new
variant. A new generation of
homeless people secretly hides
behind a façade of normalcy.
We shop, stand in line,
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get coffee. They smile at us,
and we smile back at them.
We even exchange intellectual
conversations. We leave to go
to work, and they leave to go to
their car. One would never know
they were homeless and that
their home was their car. It is not
quite the American dream. The
American dream is defined as a
white picket fence, fancy toys,
and money. Many immigrate to

America to find this treasure.
But is this true success when
a culture dictates what your
own individual success should
be? Is it true success when the
things that define us, we must
leave them all behind when we
depart from this world? Angelica
Roberts has challenged this
traditional definition of what
success is, even if it makes you
homeless.

Angelica Roberts longed to
write screenplays since she was
18 years old. And today was her
36th birthday. “Half my life is
gone,” said Roberts. And today,
enough was enough. She had to
be loyal to her heart.
“I don’t want the gold pin.
Here is my resignation letter.
After five years, I have decided
to move on,” she says as her
right hand moves through her
hair, her left hand hidden in her
pocket twitching as if to ask,
“Are you sure?”
But you won the Beacon
award for the best documentary,
“legs of steel, heart of gold,” for
the California Aids Ride, which
you wrote, directed, and edited
for us at AT & T in the television
production department. Are you
kidding me that you are leaving?
“Her boss, dazed, shaking his
head, frowning, took a deep
breath, held it and exhaled, “I
hope you know what you are
doing, kid.”
This was in 1998. It was that
day that Roberts defined her own
definition of what success was. If

she stayed at her job, in a couple
of months, she would receive the
gold pin, and if she was lucky
enough, it would be engraved.
Brought up in Arizona
Flagstaff and not going the
traditional route of high school
and then college, Roberts’ job at
AT&T earned her trips, a house
in Pasadena, a convertible car,
and a cabin in the mountains.
Living the American dream, or at
least living the American dream
that gave her validation that
she had arrived. However, the
universe would soon show her a
deeper truth.
Shortly after quitting her
job to write screenplays, her life
became an actual living script.
Her faith was tested. How badly
did she want it? Ms. Roberts first
had to teach herself how to write
screenplays and did so from
the books, called “Screenplay,”
by Syd Field. In two years, she
wrote two scripts. Exactly five
years after leaving her secure...
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San Bernardino County celebrates
love and fun for Valentine’s Day 2022
By Justina McNeal, Sally
Lloyd
Contributing Writers
This year’s Valentine’s
Day Weekend was celebrated
throughout San Bernardino
County with fun for everyone
through virtual and in-person
events.
The weekend of February
12-13 was filled with fun to be
had with a significant other or the
whole family! Of these events
was Doggy Date, presented by
Mary S. Roberts Riverside Pet
Adoption Center. The town of
Crestline hosted a “Legends of
Love” event where guests arrived
dressed as legendary couples
for dinner and dance. For those
looking to expand out of San
Bernardino County, Orange
County hosted a Love and Taco
Festival for the whole family to
enjoy.
We want to emphasize why
we celebrate Valentine’s Day and
what an impact this has on our
community. The first known day
to celebrate Valentine’s Day was
in Rome and was in celebration

Photo by Acharaporn Kamornboonyarush

of an early Christian Martyrs
named Saint Valentine. But in
today’s day and age, we celebrate
with the thought of the ones
we love. However, you choose
to celebrate is up to you! Most
people in the community choose
to spend the day with significant
others, family members, or
friends. It is important for our
mental health to reflect on how
much love we are surrounded
by already or that we could
surround ourselves with. Even
if you only spent a couple of
minutes celebrating, it’s the spirit

that counts! Let’s take a look
into how some members of the
community celebrated.
“Protecting ourselves from
COVID-19 has meant more
than just wearing face masks
and social distancing. It has
meant limiting the ways we
used to connect with friends and
extended family. It has meant
fewer hugs, fewer get-togethers,
and not as many opportunities to
foster those social connections
that are so important to our
mental health. So this Valentine’s
Day, why not emphasize

celebrating our relationships with
others? Think of the holiday as
a way to let others know how
much they mean to you. By
recognizing and strengthening
those bonds, it’s also a way to
boost your mental health.”- A
Healthier Michigan
Mary S. Roberts Pet
Adoption Center is a nonprofit public benefit charitable
organization that is committed
to giving homeless cats and dogs
another chance at a happy and
healthy life by finding them a
new, loving home. This adoption
center is supported solely by
private donations and fundraising
projects including this year’s
Doggy Date. This event is held
twice a year every Valentine’s
Day and in September, but last
year they added annual events
near Christmas. This year they
will be hosting a Mother’s Day
event in May. This Valentine’s
Doggy Date included five dogs to
be picked up by five individuals
to take them out for the day with
supplies donated by a few local
businesses. Lunch was provided
by Back Street Restaurant,
Downtown Apothecary donated

spa supplies, Crumbl donated
cookies and Tiller Tugs donated
keychains for the volunteers.
Volunteers paid $50 to
participate in this event and they
are provided with lunch, leashes
for the dog, and other various
supplies. The dues paid from the
volunteers help support Mary S.
Roberts Pet Adoption Agency
so they can continue to provide
their services to the homeless
pets in our community and help
them find their forever homes.
“The volunteers are given
Valentine’s card for the dog with
information and the dogs are
wearing ‘Adopt me’ bandanas,
so while they are on their Doggy
Date, people can ask questions
and get information about the
dogs, which can help get them
adopted,” said Rob Avila,
Programs and Services Manager
of Mary S. Roberts Pet Adoption
Center.
Not far from Riverside in
our sistering county, Orange
County, the Gente night Market
held a Love and Taco Festival
on February 12th from noon to...
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Eleventh annual Wolverine Con and International
Student Film Festival welcomes “Heroes and Villains”
By Eric Sandoval
Managing Editor
This year’s theme is
“Heroes and Villains” for the
Film Television and Media
department(FTVM) led event
that begins Wednesday, March
30, and concludes with an
awards ceremony on April 2nd.
The event is anticipated
to be bigger and better than
ever with invitations to fouryear universities looking to
recruit for their media arts
department, businesses looking
to recruit media artists for either
internships or jobs and artists to
table and show their work.
“Our Festival committee is
also inviting faculty that wish
to present a panel topic, either
face to face or via Zoom, that
incorporates the 2022 theme
of heroes and villains. It’ll be
an opportunity for seasoned
film industry professionals and
creators to help inspire and
share knowledge with the next
generation,” said Lucas Cuny.
On the first day, Wolverine
Con is allowing free vendor
booths to all four-year colleges
that wish to recruit for their
media and arts departments from
10 a.m. to 12 p.m., between
the campus’ auditorium and
art gallery. The expo is also

allowing booths for businesses to
recruit, as well as an opportunity
for artists to showcase their work
at this time.
“In years past is been mainly
businesses and universities but
this year we will feature student
artists on our campus with the
ZineFest,” said Cuny.
Following the expo are
the four panels at 1 p.m., in the
library viewing room.
The first panel is Panavision
presents “The Five Ingredients”,
which discusses the key
considerations in creating
powerful and professional
imagery. Following this is Meet
a Foley artist, with a Q and A
session with Foley artist Vanessa
Theme Ament.
The third panel is the
Villian’s quest panel, conducted
by Kevin Lyons who teaches
studio production. The discussion
centers around the Villain’s
Quest juxtaposed to the Mythic
Structure of Joseph Campbell’s
“The Hero’s Journey”. Day one
closes with an unannounced
panel.
Day two begins at 1 p.m. in
the Media and Communications
Building, room 142 with cosplay,
where all are welcomed to dress
up as their favorite hero or villain
where prizes are awarded for the
best costume and performance.
Following the cosplay, is a red
carpet at 6 p.m. in the auditorium

that allows a mix and mingle.
Day two closes at 7 p.m. in the
auditorium with the Best of IE
48hr Film Project.
Following day two
of Wolverine Con is the
International Student Film
Festival that begins at 10 a.m.,
Friday, April 1, in the auditorium.
The film festival will showcase
student-submitted films until 6
p.m..
“This is the first time since
2019 that we’ve been back on

campus, so having the films
screened in the auditorium is
super exciting,” said Cuny.
To close the four-day event
is the awards ceremony at noon,
Saturday, April 2, in B100.
Through Monday, March
14th, the event is accepting
student-produced films from all
over the world to screen. The
movie will be aired in front of
film creators and enthusiasts
from the Inland Empire and all
over the world.

“The goal of the wolverine
con and the international student
film festival is to let the IE
and the world know that San
Bernardino Valley College is
key to the development of future
broadcast and media artists from
film, design, and theatre,” said
Lucas Cuny.
To submit a film, purchase
tickets, or get involved
in Wolverine Con and the
International Student Film
Festival, visit valleycollege.edu.

Students shooting film for FMTV department
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CSUSB’s Spring 2022 election is underway
By Breana Owens, Catherine Orellana, and Nicholas
Tellez
Contributing Writers
As the new elections
quickly approach and new
representatives take office, it
is essential to comprehend the
duties of student government
leaders and how they affect
students directly.
The student government is
made up of representatives from
each department here at CSUSB.
These representatives have
certain duties in order to resolve
student issues, which include
attending mandatory meetings
and holding office hours in order
for students to have easy access
These representatives
from every department of the
university are in charge of
assisting students in resolving
issues such as current regulations
and approving new ones. This
affects students drastically, and it
is vital for them to interact with
their representatives.
After a brief survey we
conducted of eight students,
90% of the students had no
idea about the elections overall.
As one student says, “I have
never heard of the student
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CSUSB elections are here! Make sure to go out and vote for your student representative as
potential changes are on the horizon.

Graphic by Sarvesh Sawant

government here on campus and
would love to learn about my
department.” Another student
also specified they would enjoy
“more interaction through social
media.”
One vital duty that the
student government carries is
the approval of all club funding.
This funding covers any events
that certain programs want to
host, which covers food, special
guest appearances, conference
fees, advertising and more. The
most important responsibility for
these representatives that create
the student government is to be
the voice for the students and be
the outlet that resolves student
complaints or concerns within
their department. This can relate
to certain course issues, such
as full courses and not enough
sections of one course. As one
student states, “It’s frustrating
being on the verge of graduation
and having to extend my time
here due to the lack of classes
being offered.”
With the spring 2022
election among us, students
may want to keep an eye out for
candidates that they believe...
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Students disappointed by mental
health services at CSUSB
By Zarin Rahime, Anthony
Teig
Contributing Writers
Despite the counseling
and psychological services
offered at CSUSB, students
have bemoaned the lack of
concern for their mental health
needs. This conclusion was
made after receiving complaints
from a number of students
who indicated that the center
had either ignored or taken a
much longer time to respond to
their requests for mental health
services.
In an interview with Ashley
Maayah, a senior student, the
lack of response to the desperate
needs of the students undergoing
mental health counseling is
another blow to the situation. “I
have tried to call the center for
help in the past, and at that time,
they told me there were too many
students who needed help. I
didn’t get the help that I needed,
and it was discouraging,” said
Maayah.
In an effort to confirm the
claims, we reached out to the
Counseling and Psychological
Center, assuming that at-least
most people could address our

questions. Unfortunately, we
were informed that only the
director was responsible for
answering the questions. Our
efforts proved futile as the
response was not detailed and
not what we expected.
In her email, Dr. O’Keefe,
the Director of Counseling
and Psychological Services,
indicated that our needs were not
a priority, nor was it necessary to
respond to our questions. When
approached for an interview for
this article via email, she said
“To be fair, we also do not give
interviews for class projects
as we would not be able to
accommodate multiple requests”.
The questionnaire
formulated for the interview
consisted of simplistic and
unbiased questions, which was a
missed opportunity to advocate
for the seminars and workshops
that are being offered to students
via email.
Some students have labeled
that as a lack of concern since the
efforts made by the students are
not mere projects, but projects
that they seek to translate into
practice. Regardless of the type
of project, pursuing the how
is an important endeavor for

The Student Health Center is where CSUSB offers its mental health services. Students can
find the Counseling and Psychological Services in HC-162.

students who consume news.
Students pick topics that reflect
issues that affect their lives in
many different ways, and it is
important that they are listened
to, says Dr. Gregory Gondwe, the
Coyote Chronicles supervisor.
CSUSB’s Counseling and
Psychological Services supports
the university’s mission of
academic success and social
justice through promoting the
mental well-being of CSUSB
students, the campus community,
and the surrounding region.
This is achieved through mental
health counseling, advocacy, and

outreach and consultation in a
safe, supportive, and culturallyinformed environment.
Along with other minuscule
charges that the majority of
CSUSB students aren’t aware
of, anywhere up to $150 dollars
of their tuition proceeds towards
health services. With these
charges, CSUSB offers “free”
therapy, but there are multiple
cases of students not receiving
the necessary attention due
to shorthanded therapists on
campus.
With CSUSB students
returning to campus for their

Photo by Division of Students Affairs

classes, the topic of mental
health awareness is a rising
factor for the university. The
COVID-19 pandemic has
altered millions of lives through
online education, the closure of
businesses, physical and mental
health outcomes, and more. What
is still unknown is whether the
return to in-person mode will
exacerbate the problem, given
that a large number of students
may be seeking services, or will
the counseling and psychological
centers expand their services to
accommodate the needs of the
students they serve?
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First generation students overcome
remote learning struggles
By Mayibel Ruiz, Selena
Roldan
Contributing Writers
CSUSB struggled with
first-generation students, who
generally have limited equipment
to facilitate a smooth-running
class environment within their
homes. Many continue to
struggle with internet issues,
while others live with other
siblings who are also using the
same space for other virtual
issues.
Since March of 2020,
CSUSB has utilized remote
learning to bring college
education to the homes of its
college students during the
COVID-19 pandemic. While
students and professors adjusted
to remote learning, lectures and
discussions over Zoom became
the norm. In addition, group
projects and study groups met
over Zoom, and for the first time,
final exams and presentations
were done remotely.
For students who are the first
in their families to go to college,
how did they adjust? Were there

hindrances to remote learning?
As we know, the college
experience shapes students just
as much as education does.
“Remote learning has
helped me during my college
experience because it allowed
me to work and go to school.
The benefits I gained from online
learning is that I was able to
log in anywhere I was to work
on assignments, “said CSUSB
business student Kayla Downs.
For students who work fulltime and go to school, remote
learning presents some flexibility
in accessing courses and lectures
remotely. Suddenly, commutes
were no longer a hindrance,
and time spent in traffic could
be used more effectively and
productively. However, what
were the obstacles and social
implications of remote learning?
“I learn better in class
because I don’t look at my phone
in class, but at home, there’s
a lot of background noise and
distractions, and I don’t limit my
phone use when I’m in Zoom
class. I don’t like that it’s double
the amount of reading for online
learning, and I prefer physical

CSUSB students are working on a zoom class during the Spring 2022 semester.

books to the e-books provided
online,” CSUSB student Zuyva
Ruiz said.
With students struggling to
connect with their classmates,
COVID has managed to stop
students from engaging in
classes. What is school if we
can’t have a bond with our
classmates? Since students have
been in a classroom setting, it’s
a significant change when they
wake up and manage to attend
through a screen. We managed to
ask students how they felt about
this change to remote learning

and how it had impacted their
education.
CSUSB student Breana
Owens stated, “Remote learning
has affected my experience
because I feel like I have gotten
a worse education. I have gotten
a lot lazier. ” The students
are affected by the change to
COVID-19, which has strongly
impacted their patience with their
education.
Since remote learning has
its disadvantages, there are also
some incredible benefits for
CSUSB students. “The benefit
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of remote learning is getting
more sleep and saving gas!” This
is a significant change because
students are struggling to pay
for their costly education. Most
students live more than 20 miles
from campus,” said Owens.
Since CSUSB has been
giving rules to students on
campus without their intel on
how they feel about staying
at home, the importance of
providing this information is to
gain knowledge of the setbacks...
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Living on campus during the pandemic
By Celeste Santarrosa,
Aylin Estrada
Contributing Writers
As many schools closed
dorms to help prevent the
spread of the coronavirus,
CSUSB finally granted access
to their dorms once again for the
academic year 2021–2022. While
the coronavirus is still a high
risk, for some students, living on
campus is their safest option.
Prior to the coronavirus
outbreak, campus was a place
where we could chart our
course for the future. It was
constantly buzzing with energy
where students could have the
presence of friends, obtain major
opportunities, and attend oncampus events. Now, the campus
is an almost empty place, but
for some students, the campus is
essential. Three CSUSB students
share their experience of what
it’s like to live on campus during
the pandemic.
For some students, this
wasn’t their first year living in
the dorms. Many were able to
witness the change in how the
pandemic affected their campus
culture and living experience.
Julian Gonzalez, a third-year
student, brings up how living
on campus prior to COVID has
affected how students actively
participate in the campus

community.
“Now people are more
concerned about the risk of large
social gatherings, so some are
not as willing to socialize with
other students,” says Gonzalez.
“In my own personal experience,
I find myself second-guessing
hanging out with friends out
of concern of catching COVID
and passing it on to a family
member.”
However, for others, this is
their first experience living on
campus. Carolinne Marquez,
a third-year student, explains
how the pandemic doesn’t make
living on campus unfortunate.
Marquez says that it’s not a
waste to live on campus during
a pandemic phase, but it is a
disappointment because of the
experiences I’ve heard of before
that students used to have. “I

do appreciate the opportunity to
live on campus, but I wish it was
more exciting or lively.”
One major obstacle that
students face is finding a
way to get meals with food
resources being so limited.
With the Commons having
restricted hours, eating out being
expensive, and the worries of
cross-contamination due to
COVID, these students shared
how it was sometimes a struggle
to eat three meals a day.
“I make my own food
and meal prep to avoid any
contamination in my food,”
says Gonzalez. “It takes a large
portion of my day to prepare
meals.”
Juliana Leal, a third-year
student, finds herself even more
restricted than others due to the
fact that there are hardly any

CSUSB Coyote Village Dorms.
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vegetarian options.
“I get food from the
Obershaw DEN for food
assistance. The campus has a
place to assist CSUSB students
who face food insecurity. I do
take some food from the cafeteria
to save for later. Though, with
my diet choices, the food is even
more limited,” says Leal.
Online learning alone can
be difficult, but living with
roommates can make it almost
impossible to focus. However,
these three students found their
own ways to overcome this
obstacle. Marquez overcame
this obstacle by coming to an
agreement with her roommate
about each other’s class
schedules so that everyone could
be focused with no disruptions or
distractions.
When we’re doing our
own classes, we’re in our
own respective places. Never
disruptive, my roommates
respect my class time, “says
Marquez.
Setting boundaries with
roommates seems to be a
solution another student resorted
to as well when it comes to
learning online. According to
students, these boundaries have
helped them respect each other’s
class time in order to benefit their
learning.
“Being on campus with
my roommate, we have set

boundaries with one another.
That way, we’re benefitting from
online learning,” says Leal.
Regardless of all the
obstacles students at CSUSB
had to go through while living
on campus during a pandemic,
many still found benefits to
housing on campus. The biggest
benefit students shared amongst
each other was arriving on time
for class.
“It’s convenient. I get to
class on time compared to when
I used to commute, since it used
to take me 45 minutes to get to
campus. I was always running
late to my morning class, “says
Marquez.
Another benefit of living on
campus that the students shared
with each other was attending the
in-person classes. Even during
the pandemic, in-person classes
seem to benefit many students at
CSUSB.
“One of the benefits for me
while living on campus is being
able to attend the in-person
classes instead of the online
classes,” says Gonzalez.
Living on campus during a
pandemic has its downsides, but
one of them is in-person classes
switching to being held online.
This is one of the downsides
talked about amongst students
because many prefer and find...
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Just the tips: Protect your health (and
have fun) by using condoms correctly
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By Amy Streavel, M.P.H.,
MCHES, Senior Director of
Education Programs
Planned Parenthood of
Orange & San Bernardino
Counties
Contributing Writer
Everyone deserves a
healthy, safe, and fun sex life
with consenting partners. Using
condoms is a good way to lower
stress around sex, increase
pleasure, and show your partner
that you care about your health
and theirs.
Condoms and other barrier
methods are an effective way to
prevent pregnancy and sexually
transmitted infections (STIs),
including HIV. But many people
are still confused about condoms
and how they work. Because
February is National Condom
Awareness Month, we at Planned
Parenthood of Orange & San
Bernardino Counties are here to
clear up that confusion.
1. Condom 101

Condoms are thin, stretchy
pouches worn on the penis (or
inside the vagina, in the case of
internal condoms, also known as
female condoms). They prevent
pregnancy by keeping sperm
from getting into a partner’s
vagina and meeting with an
egg. Additionally, most types
of condoms prevent STIs by
preventing direct skin-to-skin
contact and providing a barrier
against bacteria and viruses that
can cause disease. There are
many different sizes and textures
of condoms; they are easy to
find, relatively inexpensive to
buy, and you can purchase them
at any age.
Water or silicone-based
lubes are always safe to use
with condoms but do not use
any lubricants that have oil, in
them, such as baby oil, Vaseline,
lotion, or coconut oil, as they can
damage latex condoms.
2. Examine your stockpile
and learn how to use it
Always read the package
before using a condom, and
check the expiration date. If they
are stored properly, condoms

have a healthy shelf life of a
few years. Don’t store condoms
in your pocket, wallet, or glove
compartment, because heat and
friction can damage them.
Always be sure to pinch the
tip before putting a condom on
the penis. This is to leave enough
space for semen to collect after
ejaculation. If there is no space
for the semen to collect, it could
cause the condom to break, or
the semen could be forced out of
the open end of the condom—in
both situations, the effectiveness
of the condom is greatly reduced.
Condoms are designed to be
used on their own, so doubling
up, or “double bagging,” won’t
guarantee extra protection. You
also shouldn’t use a condom
worn on the penis together with
an internal condom.
Never reuse a condom, and
if you accidentally put one on
inside-out, throw it out and put
on a new one. Check out this
easy-to-read, step-by-step guide
from Planned Parenthood on how
to put on a condom correctly.
The CDC also has some good
tips. Practice putting them on

yourself before having sex with
a partner, or even practice rolling
them onto a banana or bottle.
3. Talk about condoms
(even if it feels awkward)
If you find it difficult to
bring up the subject of condoms
with a partner, consider
discussing the consequences of
becoming pregnant or getting
an STI. Talking about condoms
is much easier. If a person is
not comfortable talking about
condoms or other forms of
protection with their partner,
especially if their partner wants
to use them, that could be a sign
that perhaps they might not be
ready for sex. Being open and
honest with a sexual partner is
an important part of a healthy
relationship, whether it’s longterm or casual.
Condoms are the only birth
control method that also protects
against STIs. Using condoms
consistently provides the best
protection against STIs, and
they can be 98% effective in
preventing pregnancies if used
correctly every single time.
But people aren’t perfect, so

in reality, condoms are about
85% effective at preventing
pregnancy. If you want even
more protection from pregnancy,
consider using condoms with
another form of birth control
such as the pill, IUD, or shot.
For those with a high risk of
contracting HIV or AIDS if a
condom breaks, it may also be
worthwhile to talk to your doctor
about a daily medicine known as
PrEP.
Remember: the best part
of using condoms is knowing
you’re protecting yourself and
your partner from pregnancy and
STIs. And there’s nothing sexier
than that.
Planned Parenthood of
Orange & San Bernardino
Counties is here to answer
any questions you may have
about sexual and reproductive
health. We have free condoms
available, too! Call to set up an
appointment with one of our
healthcare providers in Orange
County (714-922-4100) or San
Bernardino County (909-8905511), and learn more at www.
pposbc.org.
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Yotes Softball team
Defeated by No. 21
Chico State
By Cal State San Bernardino
Athletics
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For Soccer Funs: Salah bows down
to Senegal’s AFCON championship
By Gregory Gondwe
Faculty Advisor
Senegal’s 2022 African
Cup of Nation (AFCON)
championship has been hailed as
a tag of war between two rivalry
Liverpool teammates: Egypt’s
Mohamed Salah and Senegal’s
Sadio Mané. The two players
met in the final game played on
Sunday, February 5th, 2022 at
Olembe Stadium in Yaounde,
Cameroon.
As a result, the game
was billed as a battle between
Liverpool forwards, Mané and
Salah, who were both searching
for their first major title with
their countries.
In a 0-0 game that led to
penalty shootouts, Senegal
beat Egypt by 4-2, with Sadio
Mané drilling the decisive goal.
Essentially, Sadio provided the
winning moment, which also
offset an earlier missed penalty
in the same game. He raced
off to joyously celebrate with
teammates but also returned
to spend some time consoling
Salah, who was in tears.
Salah was supposed to be
the team’s final penalty taker,

but that chance was lost after
two of his teammates missed the
shootouts.
From onset, Mané exhibited
some exceptional performance
that worried Salah. Senegal
attacked impressively but found
it impossible to break through
the Pharaohs’ defence. Egypt
showed some sparkle in the odd
surge forward – notably when
Mo Salah had the ball -- but it
looked like they were playing for
penalties. When it came to the
showdown from the spot kick,
Senegal kept their nerve, Egypt
lost theirs – and that was that.
It took Salah to get to
goalkeeper Mohamed Abou
Gabal and advise him while
covering his mouth with his
hand. That appeared to irritate
Mané, who interrupted their
conversation and pointed with
his hand toward the right corner
of the goal.
But Salah’s advice seemed
to work when Mané blasted the
penalty straight into the hands of
the Pha
roah’s goal
keeper, Abou Gabal.
With that momentum
eginited, Salah made two
dangerous shots on goal in the
first half. But this comeback was

evanescent, with Salah drifting
out of the game from the second
half of normal time. Frustration
and anxiety seemed to be
catching up with the Pharoahs,
who at this time were also
playing without coach Carlos
Queiroz.
Queiroz was given a red
card in the semifinal and banned
from the touchline, and he spent
the final watching from the
stadium seats as a mere spectator.
As the game ticked into
extra-time, Senegal had two
chances in quick succession,
with substitute Bamba Dieng
rising high to head just past the
post, before Abdou Diallo saw
his header fly wide from the
resulting corner.
The teams were inseparable
and the Pharaohs took the game
to a shoot-out. Egypt were
familiar with spot-kicks, having
progressed to the final with a
shoot-out win over Cameroon,
as indeed they did against Ivory
Coast in the round of 16.
Senegal’s captain Kalidou
Koulibaly opened the penalty
scene and tucked his kick away...
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Yotes Baseball team Win Series
Against Broncos, 3-1
By Cal State San Bernardino
Athletics
CSUSB closed the series
against Cal Poly Pomona with an
18-run win.
SAN BERNARDINO,
Calif. – Heading into the game,
the Yotes stood 2-1 against the
Cal Poly Pomona Broncos in
the series. The Yotes scored a
whopping 18 runs and topped the
Broncos to win the series, 18-14.
vThe leading pitcher for
CSUSB was Nate Mendoza who
pitched for three innings and
struck out one player. The Yotes

scored big in the first inning,
bringing home four runners. By
the bottom of the sixth inning
CSUSB was up 11-10. CSUSB
scored six runs for a huge
seventh inning at bat.
The Yotes connected for
17 hits on the game and had 16
RBI’s. CSUSB collect 27 putouts
and the pitcher’s collective
struck out nine batters. Deshawn
Johnson, Riley Parker, and
Kyle Csakan all homered in the
closing game of the series. The
Yotes won the last game, 18-14,
to take the series victory over Cal
Poly Pomona.
“That was a fun one today”

said coach Mike Nadeau.
“You see that a lot on Sunday
in baseball. To see our team,
compete in some difficult
situation is big for us as we move
on. Big series win for us.”
CSUSB homered in all
four series games to the tune of
nine total. The Yotes have now
gone deep in eight consecutive
contests, and lead the CCAA
with 21 home runs.
CSUSB is scheduled to play
their next game on Friday, March
4th starting at 2 p.m. in San
Francisco against San Francisco
State. Streaming is available on
the ccaanetwork.com.

CSUSB falls to No. 21
Chico State in their first CCAA
series.
CHICO, Calif. – The Yotes
traveled to Chico to take on the
Chico State Wildcats in their
second CCAA series of the
season. CSUSB could not seem
to catch the Wildcats as they fell
short in both games, closing the
series, 0-4.
In the first game, the Yotes
were unable to cross the plates
collecting just three hits on the
game. Samantha Vargas was lead
pitcher for CSUSB as she pitched
three innings collecting four
strikeouts. The Yotes collected
18 putouts on the game. Chico
State won the first game, 0-5.
The second game CSUSB
started to find their stride. The

Yotes were first to put points
on the board scoring three runs
by the fifth inning. CSUSB also
kept the Wildcats scoreless for
the first five innings. Alyssa
Martinez connected on two hits
for two RBI’s and hit the only
homerun for the Yotes. CSUSB
narrowly missed the Wildcats as
Chico State won the game, 5-4.
“The scores do not reflect
how well we played this
weekend as a team” said coach
Dee Payan. “We were in every
game, but couldn’t get the timely
hit when we had runners in
scoring position. We will use this
weekend as a minor setback, for
a major comeback.”
CSUSB is scheduled to
play their next doubleheader on
Friday, March 4th with first pitch
at 12 p.m. at the CSUSB Softball
Park against Cal State San
Marcos. Streaming is available
on the ccaanetwork.com.

Yotes Men’s
Basketball team are
the Outright CCAA
Regular
Season Champions
By Cal State San Bernardino
Athletics
For the first time in eight
years, CSUSB are the CCAA
Regular Season Champions.
Seaside, Calif. – After
securing a share of the CCAA
Regular Season Championship
on Thursday by defeating San
Francisco State, the Yotes were
one win away from becoming
the outright champions. Heading
into the game, CSUSB held an
overall record of 20-5 against the
CSU Monterey Bay Otters. The
game was tied, 39-39 at the half,
but the Yotes came roaring back
and took the victory, 109-95.
CSUSB shot 38.4 percent
from the field in the first half
and increased their accuracy to
61.1 percent from the field in the
second half. The Yotes almost
doubled their first half threepoint percentage of 22.2 percent
to 42.8 percent in the second.
CSUSB dominated in the
paint scoring 52 points on the
game against CSU Monterey
Bay’s 16 points in the paint. The
Yotes also muscled their way
to 43 rebounds leading to 23
second chance points. The score
tied for a total of 12 times on
the game with the lead changing
an astounding 14 times. Once
CSUSB found their rhythm, they

sprinted away with the victory
and for the first time in eight
years, the CCAA Regular Season
Championship, 109-95.
“What a great moment for
everyone affiliated with San
Bernardino men’s basketball
today” said coach Andy
Newman. “We played really
well tonight and finally put a
second half together where we
played great defense and turned
those stops into points. Scoring
70 points in a half will go down
as one of the best second half’s
in the history of CSUSB men’s
basketball. So happy for our
guys! A CCAA championship
is an incredible achievement
for these guys and very well
deserved. Their hard work
is being realized and I really
excited about coaching them in
the next few weeks. It’s tourney
time!”
Leading all players in
scoring was Brandon Knapper
who scored 38 points and had
two rebounds. Daytone Jennings
added his 11th double-double
of the season as he collected
26 points and 13 rebounds.
Darius Mickens and Eddie Davis
scored 14 points each. Mickens
added seven rebounds and two
assists. Davis also grabbed four
rebounds on the game.
The Yotes sealed the No. 1
seed in the CCAA Championship

